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Initially only available in the U.S., Canada, Mexico.



22-inch Tilting Interactive Touch Screen

Secure Phone Holder

Height Adjustable Handlebars

Fore and Aft Seat Adjustment

Lightweight, Corrosion-resistant Aluminum Frame

Gates Carbon GT Poly-Chain Drive System

Dual Sided Pedals (SPD and Strap)

Large Adjustable Leveling Feet

iFit Powered, Industry-leading Training Content

Headphone Jack and Bluetooth Connection

3-speed AutoBreeze™ Fan

Silent Magnetic Resistance Adjustment

Dual Water Bottle Holders

20% Incline, 10% Decline Adjustment 

Front-mounted Transport Wheels

FREEMOTION COACH™ BIKE



Interactive. Personal. Training.

Interactive:
● The beautiful 22-in (55.8 cm) HD interactive touchscreen delivers an engaging and immersive workout experience.
● Get the full immersive experience as instructors remotely control the bike’s incline, decline, and resistance.
● Stay cool throughout the workout with the AutoBreeze™ fan, which automatically regulates the air flow in response to 

the cycling pace.

Personal:
● With a diverse and comprehensive selection of more than 100 top trainers and professional/Olympic athletes, users 

can easily find coaches that fit their interests and personality.
● Offering more than 700 unique seat and handlebar configurations available in seconds, the bike can quickly feel like 

each user's personal training machine.

Training:
● With thousands of workouts available on-demand – and additional ones added daily – there’s always something new 

to experience.
● Experience the hype of a high-intensity studio class with top trainers that motivate and inspire participants to finish 

strong.
● Explore the world without leaving the facility by accessing thousands of inspiring and educating training videos 

beautifully shot in breathtaking locations around the globe.







IFIT CONTENT



1. Can bluetooth headphones be connected to the console?
a. Yes.

2. Can mobile devices be charged when put on the shelf?
a. There is no ability to charge mobile devices at this time. 

3. What is the shelf made of...is it non-slip? 
a. The mobile device holder is made of TPE (Thermoplastic rubber) that can be easily removed for 

cleaning. 
4. What’s the seat made of? Can we put a different seat to it...is it universal?

a. The seat is made out of Polypropylene foam and is universal so it can be changed to a different 
seat.

5. Are there speakers on the console if someone isn’t using headphones?
a. There are no speakers on the console. Users need to connect their headphones, wired or 

wirelessly.
6. What are the dimensions of the touch screen and was it tested?

a. The touch screen resolution is 1920 X 1080, it is a capacitive touch screen so it has infinite life. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



7. What are the power requirements? 
a. Electrical requirements for the bike are 120V 3A. 

8. What are the wifi bandwidth requirements to stream iFit? 
a. Our recommended bandwidth is not less than 10MB/s per machine. 

9. Can users watch TV? 
a. iFit provides a very large library of content to engage users. There is no ability to watch TV. 

10. What are the wifi bandwidth requirements to stream iFit? 
a. Our recommended bandwidth is not less than 10MB/s per machine. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (Cont.)




